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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an annotated copy of a presentation made by Jim DeLisle on October 22, 2009 to the participants in the Education Day sponsored by Washington State Commercial Association of REALTORS®. It is an updated version of the presentation made on October 14 2009 to five NAIOP Forum groups in Chicago. In addition to adding more current material, the presentation incorporates responses to a new survey of attendees, as well as data on the Seattle/Puget Sound real estate market.
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Presentation Overview

I: Outlook 2008 Review and New Industry Challenges

II: Economic and Capital Markets

III: Real Estate Capital Markets

IV: Commercial Real Estate Market Update

V: Implications for Seattle Real Estate Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this presentation I will start with a brief overview of the current state of capital and real estate markets, along with a preview of the major topics I will cover. The initial topic explores some of the underlying factors that led to the current crisis. From there we discuss the economy and capital markets along with the commercial real estate market. We conclude with a discussion of the implications for real estate professionals, with added insight gleaned from a survey of the audience prior to the meeting.
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Part 1: 2008 Outlook Grade and Challenges
The Risk Management Process

Types of Risks in Real Estate

Part I: Economic Growth & Recession?

Political Prognostication: Obama & Rossi

Rising Unemployment 
Falling  Business Indicators & Confidence
Global Contagion: Diffusion of Credit
Stock Market: 10,000 + 2yrs
Crisis on Wall Street: East to West  Coast
Consumer Confidence, Spending & Credit
Low Inflation & Interest Rates
Continued Housing  Crisis & Foreclosures

Part II: Capital Markets & Submerging Trends 
Institutional RE Investment: An Historical Look
Valuation: Spatial Balance, Capital Surplus
Capital/Spatial Divide: Commoditization
Institutional Cap Rates: Today  6.5 -2yr  7
Commercial Leverage: Problems & Implications
Institutional Capital Flow Declines

Part III: Real Estate Market Fundamentals

Office, Retail, Apartment, Industrial & Hotel Real Estate
Rise in Vacancies, Decline in Development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this was my 2nd “annual’ outlook, I thought it would be good to look back and see how our “prognostications” turned out. On the economic front, we were fairly  accurate –much to the audience’s chagrin– with unemployment pushing 10%, business indicators slipping, a global recession kicking in, consumer and business confidence eroded, a housing market still struggling and, on a positive note, low inflation and interest rates.With respect to the capital markets, we took a look back in time to help put things in perspective. We anticipated a growing imbalance between capital flows and capital needs, the negative carryover of commoditized pricing, rising cap rates, increasing problems on the leverage/credit front, and generally lower capital flows. We  anticipated erosion in real estate fundamentals, including rising vacancy rates which would cut across the major property types and markets. Unfortunately, it tuned out worse than that and is still unfolding….
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2008 Outlook: Issues & Opportunities

Will Government Intervention Work? Yes, No, Maybe So….
What More Should Government Do? Nothing to Everything

Seattle CBA on National Market Trends/Issues; Generally Agree with National Poll

National: Greatest Risks to Commercial RE? Debt, Refinance, Fundamentals, Values
National: Greatest Opportunities? Cash, Debt, Distress, Value Creation

Seattle’s Economy and Real Estate: Guarded, Many Concerns, Need to Change

Seattle as an Institutional Market: It Matters and Struggles on Price/Performance

Government Intervention

National Real Estate Outlook

Seattle Real Estate Assessment

Seattle Commercial RE: What’s Happening/Not?
Who’s Hurting? Who’s Not?

Biggest Risks in Seattle? Employment, Infrastructure, Economy, Capital, Fundamentals
Biggest Opportunities in Seattle? None, Services, Core, Distress, Cash
Key Topics of Interest? RE Outlook, Capital Markets, Seattle 
Difference? What to do, what learned?

Seattle Real Estate Outlook

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our outlook discussion, we also explored some of the issues and opportunities that would unfold over the subsequent 12 months. In terms of government interventions, the jury was mixed although few saw it as a bailout for the commercial real estate industry. Seattle respondents agreed with the national outlook for weakened fundamentals, and a number thought we would actually underperform. We anticipated a guarded outlook for local market fundamentals, and expected the recent pain to continue. Risk s to the local market were far-ranging, including such classics as unemployment, infrastructure, economic weaknesses and a fall-off in transaction activity. Unfortunately, we learned that we were not so different from the rest of the markets after all; a lesson still being learned by some.
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Spatial & Capital Market Re-connect
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Capital
Market 
Bubble

Market
Inefficiency

Spatial Market

Capital Market

Cap Rate Rise
Interest Rates/Debt Rise

Vacancy Up
Rents Down

BV
(Bubble Value)

Debt   -20%+/-
Bubble

Cap R   -20%+/-
Bubble

Market   -10-20%+/-
Softening

-40-60%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the multidimensional nature of real estate and its fixed location, real estate is subject to a number of external forces which change over time. These cyclical forces include the broader macroeconomic environment, capital markets and spatial markets. Each of these forces has a temporal nature which leads to market cycles characterized by periods of excesses or shortages of space, both relatively and in absolute terms. Since some of these forces are correlated, they can put pressure on the nature ebb and flow of markets and add to the amplitude and frequency of market cycles or waves. One of the more recent “externalities” is the surge in capital flows to the asset class which led to imbalances on the supply/demand side of the equation, as well as on the pricing. This latter occurred as a result of shortages of investable product which, due to the lags in construction and supply, created upward pressure on prices for existing assets and declining yields.  Going forward, we are likely to be facing a prolonged period of heightened cycles, both in terms of frequency and severity. Drawing on my experience in the 90s and what I have seen in terms of the spatial/capital divide, I believe institutional property in mark-to-market accounts may lose 40-60% of value. If so, we’re slightly more than half way there; a difficult outlook at best.
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How We’re Doing: Institutional Real Estate

Source: NCREIF

The Good News…. 
It’s not as bad as it was

The “Bad News”
Implicit Cap Rates
200bp below averages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to opportunity funds, core institutional real estate has take a major hit. According to NCREIF data, values have fallen some 35% or so. Unfortunately, more losses are ahead as cap rates rise and NOI deteriorates even more. The good news –glass is half full- view suggests the rate of losses is slowing down. While true, the implicit cap rate is still too low suggesting more adjustments are coming. Furthermore, the 3=10 year numbers are so weak they call into question the assumption of continued allocations to the asset class, especially since it will likely lag other asset classes on the recovery side.
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Distressed Real Estate Asset Profile
Turning to the economic environment, we can start with some good news that is quickly overwhelmed with some of the bad news. In response to the question of w                

Source: Real Capital Analytics

Status and Location
Growth & Build-up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graphs on the right of the screen indicates the current volume of distressed assets as well as the potentially troubled assets in the pipeline. Again the impendiing crisis in commercial real estate is widespread with current and impending problems spread across the country and few major markets escaping the problem. At the same time, the increase in the pipeline of distressed assets is building, with few actually hitting the market. When the assets start trading, there may be a flood of activity that disrupts the overall commercial real estate market which will adversely affect non-distressed assets as well as those in distress.
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Distressed Asset Spillover: Tenant Cannibalization

Terminus 200: 
Cousins

Phipps Tower: Crescent/Manulife

3630 Peachtree: 
Duke/Pope & Land

Two Alliance Center: 
Tishman

Bank of America Lead

Regions Lead

Wells Fargo Lead,
Regions Follows

Sources: RCA, WSJ 4/21/2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While some owners of commercial real estate may take solace in the fact that their assets are performing well, it’s important to recognize that the potential disposition of distressed assets at bargain basement prices can have an eroding effect on the NOI of strong buildings. This risk was highlighted by exploring the the distribution of “currently distressed” and “potentially distressed” assets in the Atlanta market. These troubled spots were then superimposed on a map  indicating the imminent delivery of four major speculative buildings in Buckhead, one of the leading submarkets in Atlanta.The slide also notes the “doubling down” of some of the major banks who have assumed significant risk exposures in concentrated areas. To the extent that distressed buyers are willing to discount rents to capture tenants, grab landlords should be on notice and paying much more attention to their existing tenants. Indeed some owners are renegotiate leases to try to extend the terms in return for a reduction in rents. The strategy may become more widespread but may also be delayed as tenants are developing a better understanding of the condition in Outlook for the commercial market.
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Challenges & Three Attributes of Real Estate
Three major attributes of real 

estate . . .

– L,
– L,
– L.

. . . . . . . ulnerable,

. . . . . . . ulnerable,

. . . . . . . ulnerable.
The  2009 regime of real estate . . .

– D
– D
– D

. . . . . . . istressed,

. . . . . . . istressed,

. . . . . . . istressed.

Three major attributes of real 
estate . . .

– L,
– L,
– L.

The 2010 + regime of real estate . . .

Liability, Litigation, Liquidity (NOT!)

L,  L,  L

Butt, what the “L”?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is designed to disarm the audience a bit and get them thinking creatively and out of the box. The play on the Location, Location, Location theme points to the Vulnerability of real estate due to the potential impact of a range of externalities.  It also introduces the “D” word for distress. We also talked about the dreaded “R” word which to some might be “Recession” but to developers is “Recourse” which is coming in future loans resets which are hanging over the industry.In something of a return to fundamentals, the L, L, L is back in vogue for 2010. Unfortunately, instead of Location, Location, Location, they will stand for Liability (recourse for borrowers), Litigation for a lot of players, and Liquidity (NOT) reflecting the inability to access debt capital and the challenges sellers will face when the glut of distressed assets clouds the market.
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Who Are We?

Experience of RespondentsWho’s Here?

Who’s Not?

22

14

JRD Prediction

Number with Same 
Company will 
decline…..

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief Internet survey was conducted to engage the audience and get them thinking about the issues. The survey received over submissions which translated to more than a 50% response rate. While the responses were anonymous, they respondents were asked to indicate the number of years in the real estate or related professions, as well as the number of years they worked for their current employer. As noted, the respondents were fairly senior with over 15 years on average in the real estate industry. Many respondents had been with their current employer for some time, with the average number of years with the same firm around 14 years.  I predicted that this ratio will come down over the next five years as some drop out and opt for retirement, while others will see their companies implode and close their doors as the downturn sets in even more than it has to this point.
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When National & Seattle Markets Bottom Out?

Economy

Housing Market

Commercial RE Market

Seattle Respondents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get a general sense of where we are in the cycle, respondents were asked to indicate the timing of a bottoming out for the economy, housing market and commercial real estate market. These questions addressed the overall national markets, as well as the local Seattle/Puget sound market. As noted, many thought the economy had already turned or would in the 4th quarter. The opinions on the housing market were much more divided, with responses ranging from it already has to the fourth quarter of 2010.  As to the commercial real estate market, the bottom is at least a year or more off; a position I also hold.
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Part II: A Growing Consensus on Economy

Seattle Respondents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get some local insights into the national economy, respondents were asked to agree or disagree with a series of questions focused on the economy and economic cycle. Although most respondents see the economy turning –a validation of the timing question– they recognize it will be gradual and carry into next year. The continuation of low interest rates will be critical, as will a return to normalcy in the credit markets. Unfortunately, the credit markets will be a major wildcard, with most seeing the problem stretching well into 2010. That would set the stage for a colliision with the surge in commercial mortgage refinancing activity and likely surge in distressed asset sales.
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Breaking News on Real Estate & the Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There has been some good news, with GDP expected to turn positive in the 4th quarter although any recovery is going to be tempered. The stock market is certainly poised for a recovery, with investors anxious to regain some lost ground. The outlook for the construction industry is based in part on recovery in the housing market which is likely to disappoint many unless the tax credit program is extended and employers start adding jobs.  On the other hand, stimulus backed spending on infrastructure is likely to provide some ballast for the sector. The excess capacity built into the current commercial market will make that a lagging sector when the economy does recover.
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The Good News:  Employment Losses Slowing

Source: economy.com

Net Employment losses
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Jobless Claims Slowing?

10%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key challenges to the US economy is the softening in employment and rising unemployment levels. We asked the audience if they agreed or disagreed with the statement that employment was set to improve in early 2009. Some 93% of respondents indicated no, suggesting they anticipate weakness on the job front to continue. In order to help with the unemployment figures in context, it is useful to look at unemployment levels in the prior recessions. As noted in the graph in the upper left of the slide, unemployment levels in the 70s early 80s and early 90s were much higher than the current levels.Given the weakness of the US economy compared to those times and the prospects of further erosion, unemployment rates are likely to remain sticky around the 10% hurdle. Whether they will break into double digit levels will depend a lot on how the economy settles down and how recent and future government interventions work. Over the near term, conditions are likely to erode even further with weakness across most sectors including state and local governments whose budgets are getting hit hard. Thus, the lack of employment growth is expected to continue to put a damper on the economy and consumer confidence.
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Business Cycles: An Historical Comparison
Click for annotation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As often discussed, the recent recession and the associated decline in real estate markets –both residential and commercial– have taken on epic proportions. While there are some parallels to the past, the confluence of negative events has created a complex environment from which a near-term turnaround is highly unlikely. There will be some positive news along the way, but until employment picks up and consumers begin to feel more comfortable, the economy will remain tenuous.
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Critical Elements to Sustainable Recovery

Seattle Respondents

The Future Remains Uncertain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents the responses to a series of questions soliciting the relative importance of various factors to a sustainable economic recovery. In addition to the insight shared by individual questions, the real message is in the fact that most are “Very” or “Important.” This suggests the stars have to stay in line and there are few degrees of freedom should the economy stumble. As might be expected, job growth rather than slowing losses is the most critical factor.Interestingly, the lowest scores were for continuation of federal stimulus programs which may well be more a function of the relative lack of success they have achieved and frustration among taxpayers who realize someone will ultimately have to pay the piper.
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Federal Stimulus Funding: Pledged & Provided

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although the responses to the prior question did not point to continuation of fed intervention as mission critical to the economy, that response might be more attributable to the fact taxpayers and respondents are somewhat disenchanted with the results. That said, the government has let out all the stops to avoid further meltdown and has used up a lot of newly minted capital and goodwill.Recent headlines and attention garnered by the record $140 billion in compensation paid by major US banks and securities firms are going to be a sore spot for a long time and make it much more difficult to raise taxpayer funds to bail out more industries, including commercial real estate which has a number of festering problems that put it on the watch list.
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US Recovery Status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map of the country is from economy.com and indicates the recession is moderating in many areas of the country, with some actually in recovery phase. The exceptions are California and Idaho; one which means a lot to the overall economy while the other is “interesting.”  What happened in Idaho? While the illustration provides some re-assurance to those looking for good news, for many local markets, the situation is still difficult at best with growing unemployment and an erosion in market fundamentals, especially on the real estate side.With GDP growth beginning to pick up, more regions are likely to move into the moderate stage although the expanding mode is likely to remain elusive.
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Business Inventories and Business Spending
Business SpendingBusiness Inventories

Good News: Manufacturing up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On something of a positive note, business inventories are declining, although still above long term averages when compared to a broader time frame. Business spending has been a bit erratic although some increases have been reported. Manufacturing also enjoyed a slight uptick in the 3rd quarter so eyes will be focused on whether than will continue, whether it will be attributable to an increase in productivity or if firms will actually be gearing up for expansion.
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• Small business report 
tighter credit

• Reactions
– Cutting payrolls
– Reducing inventory
– Reducing capital 

spending
• Outlook

– No near-term 
improvement

Focus on Small Business

Source: economy.com

Credit Remains Tight for Business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although there have been some positive signs on the business front, the situation in which many small businesses find themselves is still dire. After experiencing tight credit noted in the upper right graph, businesses began to cut back on payrolls, inventory and spending. As such, business borrowing has actually declined. This situation can be explained in part by the tight credit, as well as tempered outlooks. Unfortunately, with small businesses a critical factor in job growth, these cutbacks do not bode well for the recovery until they turn the corner.The tight credit markets are likely to continue with record levels of commercial debt and mortgages coming due over the next 2-3 years. Until the banks and other sources of credit loosen up, smaller businesses will continue to be on the defensive.
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Housing Activity and Delinquency Rates
Construction

Housing Index

Delinquency & Default

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The housing market is  in a somewhat tenuous state, with some buyers being drawn back into the market due in part to the first-time homebuyer credits. Although there is a lot of positive rhetoric about it being time to get off the fence, there are few signs that the market has fully bottomed out. Housing permits and starts have picked up a bit after plummeting to the lowest level in over 20 years. While inventories have been declining, sales levels and traffic remain low as potential buyers wait for the economy to improve.In a number of overheated markets, raw land values have already plummeted by 60-70% from their 2006 peak levels. Delinquency rates continue to rise at an accelerating pace, spreading across the country as the consequences of easy credit hit home. In the absence of meaningful intervention, this trend is likely to continue, especially with estimates that some 30% of households who bought in the last five years are underwater, the principal balances greater than market values. At this point, some reminisce about the “It’ll be fine in 2009,” and are now resigned to “But then again, it could be 2010.” Unfortunately, those timetables may be realistic, depending on how long it takes the market to bottom out and capital to return to the sector.
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Residential Delinquencies, Foreclosures & Charge-Offs

Loan Charge-Off Rates to Rise

Source: economy.com

Delinquency Rates Residential Foreclosures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the positive spin that many have been offering, the reality is the housing market is still in distress. This is especially true for the recent surge in upscale condos which got ahead of the market in many areas of the country.  Despite increased efforts to restructure mortgages, foreclosure rates are likely to continue to rise. Given how households are being squeezed in terms of budgets, it is unlikely that savings rates will move back into positive territory, especially as consumers have little confidence in the stock market.
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Consumer Confidence, Spending & Credit
Consumers Contracting

Source: economy.com

Consumers are over 70% of 
GDP….

As of October 2009, recent 
uptick in retail sales on Year 
over Year; partly weak 2008…

Butt…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since they are consumers themselves, the respondents provided some interesting insights into the prospects for consumer spending. Some 80% strongly agree or agree that consumers will continue to contract expenditures. This anticipated decline is noted by the high correlation between confidence levels and consumer spending; both of which are expected to continue to struggle. More recently, consumers have cut back on installment credit which might be taken as a good sign, although it is more likely due to the pressure of mortgage debt and the desire to hunker down in order to hang onto their houses and make it through the rough times they see ahead. Given how households are being squeezed in terms of budgets, it is unlikely that savings rates will move back into positive territory, especially as consumers have little confidence in the stock market.It is well known that the US is a consumer led economy. Indeed, with the slowdown on the business side of the equation, retail drives over 70% of GDP. The recent numbers show some improvement, with October 2009 sales up vs. year ago figures; unfortunately, they were so bad last year this improvement is not very meaningful. Also, once the car clunker program expired, retail sales contracted as might be expected in light of the tough economy and continued job losses.
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Global and Domestic Business Confidence

Source: economy.com

U.S. Business Confidence
Some improvement….

But, deficit….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business confidence remains weak in with respect to hiring and expansion planning. Unfortunately, businesses aren’t receiving the same attention as households in terms of assistance with the exception of financial institutions and the auto industry. With credit tight, pessimism will likely pervade the near-term outlooks even more than in the recent past. The situation is clearly global, with confidence levels down in most developed nations. Emerging markets are struggling even more than “normal” in the tight credit environment although spreads have eased a bit. The deficit remains a concern, especially with exports languishing in spite of the cheap dollar.
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Global Recession Map

Source: economy.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This recession map provides an interesting picture of the global crisis, with a number of countries still in recession, some moderating or in early recovery and some actually expanding. While the map suggests the US is recovering, that classification remains somewhat tentative and depends in part on exports which hinge on offshore demand and economy recovery. Emerging markets have come through a difficult period, with interest rates peaking this time last year as fears of a deep global recession scared capital away. While rates have come down, the lagged effect helped put those countries behind the curve.  This recovery pattern is interesting on another front; this is one of the few global recessions where the US is likely to lag rather than lead a recovery.On an aside, the spike in rates in 2008 for emerging markets might be an early indicator of what could happen in the commercial mortgage arena over the next 12-15 months as the bullet loans start maturing en masse and there is no obvious takeout, especially with respect to the CMBS market.
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Part II Summary: The Economy

Macro-economic 
Environment

• Economy showing 
some signs of 
turning

• Businesses 
struggling, credit 
tight

• Consumers 
bearish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In looking at the snapshot of the spatial market --supply and demand for real estate-- the bottom line echoes that of the broader economy and capital markets. That is, there is some additional downside risk associated with a combination of a slowing economy, tighter credit, a renewed interest in risk, and weakening fundamentals. That situation should prevail over the near-intermediate term, with commercial real estate lagging the broader economic recovery which is well into 2009 at best. These will be interesting and challenging times with some opportunities for those willing and able to take advantage of the market malaise and lack of capital.  
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Part III: Real Estate Capital Markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The illustration presents a graphical representation of the complex array of real estate investment options in the market. These range from traditional real estate equity plays that might be managed in a separate account or fund as noted on the left, to more contemporary approaches that blend in more exotic products such as mortgages, international, REITs, securitized and synthetic products.
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Current and Future National-Level Cap Rates

Seattle Respondents

NAIOP National Forums 
vs. Seattle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To explore whether Seattle-ites were parochial and inner focused or whether they were in tune in the national view on cap rates. As noted in the exhibit,  there were some differences between the national NAIOP responses which are boxed above and the Seattle respondents.  However, the responses were not markedly different, suggesting the importance of real estate capital markets to the local real estate community. In general, Cap Rates for core properties are around 8% plus or minus and expected to widen a bit before settling back to that level in three years.Cap rates for distressed rates are some 400+/- basis points higher, both now and one year out, with averages in the 12% rate and then falling back to 10% or 200bp above core assets. It should be noted, however, that these cap rates are for income in place rather than potential net income. So, if a distressed building is 40-60% or less leased, the effective cap rate would be much higher.
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CBA: Properties for Sale Output

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put the Cap Rate numbers in perspective, I referred to some local cap rate deals during the 2007-2008 hey-day period. As noted, those rates were in the 5-6% +/- range; a far cry from the 8% +/- today and expected over the longer term.
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Current and Future Seattle-Area Cap Rates

Seattle Respondents

Our View on US

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Seattle area respondents provided their crystal ball and current view of local cap rates. Interestingly, for core assets the current rates were around national averages, but respondents expected them to be 50-100bp higher in 12 months and reflect a much wider spread than the national averages in 3 years. Local distressed Cap Rates and national ones were generally in line.
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Seattle Capital Market: Agree/Not

Seattle Respondents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To provide insights into the outlook for capital flows in the Seattle market, respondents were asked to agree or disagree with a number of statements. As noted, respondents anticipated an increase in opportunistic and distressed asset sales over the next 6 months. At the same time, they saw traditional real estate investment activity as being rather stagnant over the next 12-15 months. They agreed values would significantly decline, and the problems facing the local real estate market are real and not contrived by the press. Credit and capital for refinancing will be one of the major challenges facing local players. The impact of these issues will be amplified by an increasingly tough stance by commercial banks as they seek to manage downside risk and respond to regulatory pressures.
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Capital Markets & Capital Flows

• Investment Preferences
– Core assets at distressed 

prices
– Major markets, strong assets

• Timing
– Still waiting for bottom
– Indecisive; slower to act

• Opportunities
– Cash
– Distress
– Takeovers

• Decreased capital flows
– Investors still frozen
– Debt limited sources & tighter
– Access & yield for equity

• Capital Market Challenges
– Refinancing: volume & status
– Weakening fundamentals
– Surge in distressed assets
– Valuations & mark-to-market
– Growing pressure to act..

Positives Negatives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respect to institutional capital flows, a number of trends create downside risk for the commercial sector. First, capital flows will decline, both from domestic and international sources distracted by credit crises sweeping the globe. Second, investors will search for value and eschew risk, looking a simpler structures and products. Third, investors will be patient and wait for signs the market is bottoming out; they will be indecisive and slower to act, especially those lacking a firm understanding of real estate fundamentals. While this capital environment will create problems for many, it does offer some opportunities. In general, cash will be king, especially if it is mobilized and can act in a preemptive manner as sellers and holders panic or are forced to action.A good source of product for such investors will be “channel sourcing” or looking at REO, TICs and highly leveraged buyers with limited ability to refinance who will begin to recognize their plight. There will also be opportunities in asset takeovers as investors lose confidence in current advisors who got them into high priced assets, as well as in portfolio acquisitions where large blocks of product --both direct and securitized-- will be on the market and looking for a quick exit. Finally, players with real estate expertise may be able to swap talent for assets, taking over troubled properties or getting stakes through sweat equity and promoted positions.
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Commercial Leverage: Problems & Implications
• Tightened Credit

– Higher DCRs and LVs
– Hard valuations, less financial engineering
– Recourse debt
– Real equity positions

• Outlook for Commercial Debt
– Limited supply; flight to quality
– Tighter; increased equity and recourse

• Refinancing Crisis
– No obvious sources of debt
– Banks struggling with carry-over problems
– No CMBS resurgence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As noted in this part of the cycle much attention has been focused on a problems in the subprime credit market and credit swaps. Unfortunately, while the press, politicians and regulators have focused attention on those sectors,  the commercial real estate market has escaped outside scrutiny. However, those on the street realize the lure of easy credit and lax underwriting was as prevalent as in the residential sector. Indeed, the commercial sector is facing a number of problems stemming from the turning tide in credit markets affecting both the ability of borrowers to pay (i.e., rising vacancy rates, declining rents) , and in the willingness of borrowers to pay in the face of erosion of the equity value and tighter credit.The dramatic erosion in access to the capital for commercial investments is evidenced by the fact that a significant number of transactions in 2008 depending on the ability to assume existing financing. Going forward, assumptions will be much more difficult to affect with tightening credit standards, higher equity requirements, and a return to non-recourse debt carrying the day.  In terms of credit for refinancing, the potential for a credit crisis over the near to intermediate term which will extend through 2010 suggests the environment will be characterized by limited credit supply, higher spreads, and tighter underwriting standards.
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Bid/Ask Spread: Trends and Value Pressures

• Bid/Ask De-Compression
– Distressed Sellers will have to act
– Distressed Assets will face melt-down risks

• Mark-to-Market Accounts
– NCREIF - 35% w/o Distressed Sales
– Going Forward: Three Strikes

• Comps Down as Assets Dumped
• NOI Erosion, Vacancy & Rents
• Debt & Equity Yields Up

• Appraisals under increasing scrutiny

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bid-ask spreads have widened although this situation will have to change before the market begins to clear. For that to occur, sellers must be willing to mark assets down to a more reasonable level.  Unfortunately, as owners forced to refinance maturing bullet loans, many of which will be under water, will create significant stress on the system. The dramatic decline in values that has occurred and will continue to occur will seem “unreasonable” to those still in denial, especially those who jumped in at the end of the bubble. However, the downward pressure on market values will be real, especially as appraisers face greater scrutiny and are forced to use current transaction prices as evidence of market value. The glut of distressed assets building up in the pipeline will exacerbate this downside risk to values.
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Distressed Loan Recovery Rates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The build-up in distressed loans has been well documented. Indeed, a number of opportunistic investors have been gearing up to purchase distressed loans and REO from financial institutions. Since these transactions will be negotiated, it is useful to look at the expected “recovery” rates that have been experienced to set appropriate bid prices. In general, lenders have recovered some 2/3s of mortgage values, suggesting there are opportunities to acquire assets at significant discounts to current loan values. Unfortunately, many of these loans may be underwater, suggesting negotiations may be more flexible than during more “normal” times. In terms of geographic regions, recovery rates differ by region and market. This suggests potential buyers and investors will need to focus on local market values and buyer/seller expectations rather than relying on national statistics.
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Distressed Asset Recovery by Source & Terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delving a bit deeper into distressed asset recovery rates, the distinctions related to the source of the debt and the nature of capital has a significant impact. As might be expected, recovery rates and LV ratios are negatively correlated. On the other hand, the year of issuance or maturity of loans has had less of an influence, although those statistics are likely to change as values are marked to market and a surge in distressed assets begins to hit the market.
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• REITs
– Have reversed downward spiral
– Significant new capital raised through Sept 2009
– Low Dividends suggest accretive opportunities

• Global Investors
– Western European
– Middle East
– Asia/Australia

• Domestic Funds
– Significant growth inUS
– New Opportunity Funds
– New Value-Plus Funds

Players in Distressed Asset Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of sources have suggested that well over $200 billion of equity capital has been assembled to acquire commercial real estate at distressed prices. While much of this capital remains on the sidelines, it is interesting to note the general sources of capital that are lined up. After a difficult 2008, REITs have been doing fairly well in year-to-date performance, with a number of larger REITs raising some $12 billion of capital in the first half of the year. The ability to raise capital for the otherwise distressed asset class is reminiscent of the mid-90s when REIT market cap surged from sub-$10billion to some $200 billion. Offshore investors will also likely be active players in the US real estate market when it begins to move, although the US real estate recovery is expected to lag other developed nations. Finally, a number of existing and new domestic funds will be established over the near term as sponsors try to take advantage of the market malaise and the strong talent who could implement successful investment programs on the street.
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REITs: Back to the Future?

• Changing Game?
– Through June, raised 

$12 billion in stock
– Who? 

• Office: Boston Properties, 
Vornado Realty Trust

• Retail: Regency Centers, 
Simon Property Group

• Challenges
– Existing Leverage
– Eroding Fundamentals
– Falling Property Values

Accretive?
Buy at 8-10,       

payout 4-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While a select number of REITs have indeed raised capital and are trying to manage investor expectations, their aspirations to take advantage of the market cycle may not pan out as expected. This is due to the fact the broader industry is being subjected to a number of challenges to business as usual including leverage, erosion in NOI, and falling property values.  In this environment, the REIT sector should be closely monitored to identify any emerging trends that might spill over to the broader market.REITS are also under some pressure to mark assets to market, a requirement that could be very revealing. Despite recent issues, the low payout rate of REITs compared to Cap rates may allow them to engage in accretive investing as they did in the 90s. That is, with the spread between cap rates and dividends, the more they buy, the better they look.
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Part III Summary: Real Estate Capital Markets

Real Estate Capital 
Market

• Still shut down; 
some activity 
increasing

• Rising Cap rates, 
tighter credit, 
picky sources

• Major challenge 
in de-levering 

Macro-economic 
Environment

• Economy showing 
some signs of 
turning

• Businesses 
struggling, credit 
tight

• Consumers 
bearish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at both the economic and capital markets, there are a number of danger signals for commercial real estate. For the first time in years, capital flows may actually decline as assets are repriced and owners forced to come up with more equity at higher yields that are commensurate with the attendant risk. The prospects of a deep and  prolonged recession create significant downside risk that has yet been priced into the market.
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Part IV: Spatial Market

• Components of Spatial Market
– Demand

– Supply
Market Balance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The spatial market for commercial real estate is comprised of two major dimensions; the demand side of the equation; and, the supply side. In general, the supply and demand for commercial real estate tends toward a dynamic stage of imbalance. While this is expected to continue, there are a number of clouds over the market tht suggest further erosion in market fundamentals is possible, if not likely.
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Commercial Market Fundamentals
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The commercial property sector is facing significant stress as market fundamental continue to erode in the face of a weak economy and tempered demand. Development activity has fallen off although some projects in the pipeline continue to cloud the market. 
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NREIF Returns by Source by Property Type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the major “food groups” of commercial real estate (e.g., retail, office, industrial and apartment) have different drivers of value and thus different risk/return profiles and correlations, they have all been under downward pressure. This follows a run-up in values associated with the easy credit, commoditized market of the past. This situation is likely to change going forward, with lower correlations among property types expected as the market returns to a more “normal” phase.
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Growth in Distressed Assets by Property Type

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past 18 months, the growth in distressed assets has been striking. As noted in the exhibit, the retail sector was late to the game but set the curve with its dramatic implosion as noted in the illustration. To make it easier to compare and contrast the build-up among property types, the data were re-scaled to the same minimum and maximum values. As noted, industrial asset build-up has been the one bright spot although manufacturing and distribution remain weak. Going forward, additional build-up is anticipated for each of the major property types, with industrial coming under additional pressure until the global economy begins to kick in and consumers return to the cash register to support imports.
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Distressed Assets by Property Type and Subtype

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The volume of distressed assets and their pervasiveness are striking, rippling across the entire industry with few exceptions. At the same time, within each property type, the level of distress varies dramatically. This consistent pattern argues for the importance of approached distressed assets with a strong understanding of the structure of the market and recent trends that affect current pricing and future expectations. Unfortunately, much of the money in the queue lacks such expertise and insights as they are new to the US or to the asset class.
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Distressed Loan Recovery by Property Type

Office 53%

Industrial 66%

Retail 72%

Hotel 65%

Apartment 63%

Development 32%
Land 45%

Overall 60%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As suggested by earlier slides, the recovery rate for distressed assets varies dramatically by property type, loan, region and lender. According to Real Capital Analytics, development projects and raw land have the lowest recovery rates, 32% and 45%, respectively. On the other hand, retail recovery rates are above part, followed by industrial/hotel, apartment and office. The differences in these rates are what makes a market, with more and more players paying attention to the capital markets.
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Seattle Real Estate Fundamentals: Yay/Nay?

Seattle Respondents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get additional insights on the prospects for the local commercial real estate markets, respondents were asked to agree or disagree to a number of statements regarding real estate fundamentals. As noted, the responses to this series of questions was more widespread then for others, suggesting the uncertainty surrounding the commercial market. On the “agree” side of the equation, respondents concurred that they believed opportunistic capital would return to the Seattle market by the end of the 2nd quarter of 2010, and that distressed asset listings will increase. They also saw stagnant capital flows into Seattle, due in part to the expectation of falling values as they contend will occur and will drag mark-to-market properties down and additional 20-40% on top of recent declines in value.  They agreed that the “talk” was real and that Seattle was in for some difficult times. They also saw an increase in distressed assets and REO as owners increasingly walked from projects that were upside down with values under mortgage balances. Finally, they do not see a near-term turnaround in the condo market which is being vindicated by the spate of auction sales and other desperate attempts to stimulate the market and move products out the door.
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Additional Insights on Seattle Market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To provide additional insights on Seattle’s commercial market, respondents were asked to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with a second series of statements. Some of these overlapped with the previous question and were used for validity checks (i.e., are they consistent?).  In general, respondents believe it will be a tenant market throughout 2010, with vacancy rates rising to potentially record levels and developers on the sidelines. They see commercial values falling and are split on the housing market recovery. The believe the problems are really and do not think the local market will avoid the fate of the national market although the timing will be different with the local lagging.
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Seattle Market Risks: Significant/Not

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To help identify and quantify some of the risks the Seattle market faces, the respondents were generally concerned about each of the risks as noted by the boxed outlines. As with earlier responses on the national front, the outlook for credit and commercial debt and absence of replacement debt is the most significant risk the local industry will face. This risk will be exacerbated by the erosion in market fundamentals that will cause additional value declines.  Respondents anticipate an increasing number of borrowers will begin to walk when faced with difficult refinancing decisions regarding recourse and equity positions on upside down projects.Most anticipate banks to take an even harder line on commercial real estate which has ominous overtones for those who’s assets need refinancing or some capital infusion. There is also concern over the potential for the market to get jammed up as the flood of distressed assets hits the street. Finally, even though the Seattle market  will lag the economic recovery more than usual, the fate of the commercial market hangs on a sustained economic recovery.
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Part IV Summary: The Spatial Markets

Spatial Market

• Fundamentals 
continue to erode 
lagging economy

• Vacancy rates 
rising, rents falling

• Stagnant demand, 
leasing sluggish

Real Estate Capital 
Market

• Still shut down; 
some activity 
increasing

• Rising Cap rates, 
tighter credit, 
picky sources

• Major challenge 
in de-levering 

Macro-economic 
Environment

• Economy showing 
some signs of 
turning

• Businesses 
struggling, credit 
tight

• Consumers 
bearish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In looking at the snapshot of the national and local spatial markets --supply and demand for real estate-- the bottom line echoes that of the broader economy and capital markets. That is, there is some additional downside risk associated with a combination of a slowing economy, tighter credit, a renewed interest in risk, and weakening fundamentals. That situation should prevail over the near-intermediate term, with commercial real estate lagging the broader economic recovery which is well into 2010 at best. These will be interesting and challenging times with survival the a first-order goal for many as they are forced on the defensive. On the other hand, some players will be looking to exploit the opportunities that will come in as the market malaise and lack of capital continue to play out.  
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Part V. “Real” Opportunities in Seattle RE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the bulk of my presentation, it may appear I focused on the negative side of the market with a “glass half full” view. While my comments may have been sobering, they were intended to “tell it like it is” and more so, “what it will be” as I have for the past several years when the excesses of easy credit and lack of attention to fundamentals began to dominate the market.  In spite of generally bad news, there will be a number of local opportunities when the market starts moving again.To determine if these opportunities were real or just “ivory tower” wishes, the survey tests respondents’ perceptions of how “real” various opportunities might be. As int the case of risks, the respondents agreed with many of the opportunistic statements, especially with regard to the ability to take advantage of distressed assets that will begin flooding the market in 2010.  The best opportunities surrounded working with distressed assets. These opportunities ranged from outright acquisitions, to providing professional services for troubled owners, lenders and potential borrowers. While some disagreed, most agreed that this would not be a time of “no brainer” investing; a position I support.Based on my experience in the 90s, the problems the market will face are real and extremely complex. Thus, sifting and winnowing among distressed assets will be difficult and require more discipline and real estate acumen than required in the past decade.  While many players are posturing to take on these challenges, I am concerned that they may not understand just how difficult it will be to avoid additional landmines lurking beneath the surface of individual projects and pooled offerings.
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• Players
– Emergence of new players will create further problems
– Many naïve buyers will clog up the system
– Intermediaries will raise capital but struggle to deploy
– Infrastructure not in place to deal with sheer volume of deals

• New Funds
– Expect a spate of new funds, some with experience others not
– Closed-end fund structures will be popular
– Off-shore investors will be a major target for money managers

• Products
– A spate of new products will be introduced to lay off risk
– New Partnership arrangements will match expertise with capital

Players, Distress and Debt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past 6-9 months, a number of players have been lining up to step into the commercial real estate fray in the US. This trend has both positive and negative implications. On the positive side, there will clearly be opportunities to take advantage of the turmoil in the commercial market and new players, unencumbered by existing problems may be best able to exploit them.  I am concerned that the barriers to entry are relatively low and some of these new players will lack the insight, expertise and resources to be able to navigate through these troubled waters. The good news is there are a lot of talented professionals on the street as a result of staffing cutbacks that have already occurred in many firms. The hope is that sponsors and investors will ask the hard organizational questions to ensure the talent and resources are adequate to deal with what will be an extremely complex market where a lot of money will be lost by those who do not respect the challenges in front of them.In addition to new sponsoring entities, the market is likely to see a spate of new funds and new products that will purport to be able to exploit the opportunities in the commercial arena without taking on excess risk. Since many of these entities will lack track records, investors will have to make decisions based on the personnel, organizational structure and resource commitments.  At the same time, they will have to decide the best organizational structure and type of relationships that will best protect them in the face of difficult decisions that will have to be made in the frothy market.
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• Commercial Leases
– More complex negotiations
– Early negotiations and renewals
– Cannibalization threat by distressed owners will spill-over
– Tenants will become more aggressive on rents & incentives

• Liquidity
– Selling good assets at “fair value” will be difficult at best
– Weaker assets will languish
– Closing will be much more difficult
– Shortage of capital for maintenance, TI’s and capital needs

• Volume & Size
– Over next 12-18 months, dramatic increase in transactions
– More bundled transactions and bulk sales coming

Re-merging Trends: 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While some contend we are in “unchartered territory” with no historical precedents, the reality is real estate is a cyclical business; we have indeed been through difficult times before albeit perhaps not as deep and widespread as the current crisis and the one on the horizon. So, we will see some “re-merging” vs. emerging trends that are worth highlighting. On the leasing side, tenants are going to face a number of options, even those not in play as a result of impending rent rolls. In many markets, the increasingly aggressive “search” for tenants to fill newly acquired distressed assets or to satisfy underwriting standards for refinancing will result in cannibalization of existing tenants. As a defensive move against such encroachment, owners and managers should look carefully at existing leased assets to determine if they are vulnerable to such forces and if so, take steps to firm up rent rolls.At an overall industry level, liquidity will get even more difficult as the build-up of distressed assets finally begins to hit the market. Given the sheer magnitude of such assets, once the tide begins to turn, the floodgates might open. As such, selling assets in an orderly manner will be extremely difficult. At the same time, for many owners who are financially stressed as they struggle to hold onto assets, tapping into credit markets to address on-going capital requirements will be an elusive, if not impossible, task. This situation is likely to become even more challenging as the market tries to sift through the flood of assets and players searching for capital that is likely to become even more elusive than currently the case.
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• Distress
– Not the “opportunity” many expect; not a “no-brainer” stage
– Concept not well understood in a risk management context
– Determination of what is curable and incurable will be key
– Real danger that distress will turn to panic

• Debt
– A major wild-card although market is discounting shortage
– Money will be tight at best with recourse and equity increased
– Seller financing will be critical to many transactions
– Creative financing will re-emerge as a driver

Distress and Debt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the next 18-24 months, “distress” will become an overworked term, with many searching for a more positive moniker to attach to potential deals. This will clearly be a time in which an understanding of real estate fundamentals and risk management takes on a more important role in the market.  For many, figuring out how to best match capital –both debt and equity– to assets –both distressed and performing– and being able to execute on that match will be daunting tasks. For those who get it right, there are clearly fortunes to be made. On the other hand, those not able to identify a good fit or execute on it face the opposite fortune, or lack thereof. A lot of wealth will be transferred during this “curing” phase of the market and many will be well advised to be patient and sit it out in the early rounds. The good news is there will be plenty of deals to be done and new interventions and innovations to come.
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• So, To Walk, To Talk, To Walk the Talk???That is the 
question….
– There is no one answer….
– Critical thinking and survival instincts will rule…
– If not, there’s always school….

Conclusion: What to do? Back to School?

http://jrdelisle.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the current stage of the real estate cycle, many difficult decisions will have to be made. Some will be focused on expanding wealth, while others will be focused on damage control and survival. During this period, being connected to the rapidly changing markets, and having solid on-going relationships will be more important  than ever. To help, I will try to stay on top of the unfolding scene and, where possible, try to get ahead of the curve. I offer my personal website http://jrdelisle.com with more features to come including an AskDrD interactive element. My full text articles on Financial Views dating back 10 years are also available in the Market Watch section. Good luck and thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts and to stay connected via the survey and audience feedback. 
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